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Abstract. In this paper we focus on the spatial nature of visual do-
main shift, attempting to learn where domain adaptation originates in
each given image of the source and target set. We borrow concepts and
techniques from the CNN visualization literature, and learn domainnes
maps able to localize the degree of domain specificity in images. We de-
rive from these maps features related to different domainnes levels, and
we show that by considering them as a preprocessing step for a domain
adaptation algorithm, the final classification performance is strongly im-
proved. Combined with the whole image representation, these features
provide state of the art results on the Office dataset.
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1 Introduction
In 2010 Saenko et al. imported the notion of domain adaptation from natural
language processing to visual recognition [1]. They showed how training visual
classifiers on data acquired in a given setting, and testing them in different sce-
narios, leads to poor performance because the training and test data belong to
different visual domains. Since then, domain adaptation has become a widely
researched topic. The vastly dominant trend is to summarize images into global
features (being them handcrafted BoWs or the most modern CNN-activation
values) and remove the domain shift through an optimization problem over fea-
ture data points distributions. This strategy is theoretically sound and effective,
as it has been largely demonstrated over the years. To give a quantitative esti-
mate of the progress in the field, one might look at the accuracy values obtained
over the Office-31 dataset, a data collection presented in [1] and quickly be-
come the domain adaptation reference benchmark: performance has increased
on average from 27.8% [2] to 72.9% in only three years [3]. While such progress
is certainly impressive, it is not fully clear that it is coupled with an equally
deepened knowledge of the roots of domain shift.
We believe the time is ripe for gaining a better understanding of how visual
concepts such as illumination conditions, image resolution or background give
rise to the domain shift. As these visual concepts often have a spatial connotation
– more or less illuminated parts of images, informative object parts that are more
or less visible, etc. – our goal is to localize the domain shift in the source and
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Fig. 1. Domainness maps generation procedure. A CNN network is initially trained
for domain classification. The obtained model is used as feature extractor both for the
original and the occluded images. The difference among the obtained representation
is saved and visualized in the image area, creating the discrepancy map. Yellow/Blue
indicate areas at high/low domainness. Best viewed in color.
target data, or at least to spatially ground it. Is it doable? and if yes, what do
we learn from it? Could it be used to improve the effectiveness of any domain
adaptation algorithm?
This paper attempts to answer these questions. We first show that by learning
to classify visual domains (binary classification on source-target domain pairs),
it is possible to obtain domain localization maps as a byproduct, where high/low
map values indicate high/low domain specificity (Figure 1, section 3). We dub
the score used to define the map domainness. By analyzing the domainnes map
we are able to evaluate the correlation between domain-specificity and object-
specificity. Depending on the domain-pairs we can identify when the domain
shift come mostly from the background and when instead it involves the ob-
jects (section 4). Armed with this knowledge, we create 3 different features from
each image: a low-domainness feature, a mid-domainness feature and a high-
domainness feature (Figure 3, section 5). With this strategy each domain-pair
becomes a set of 9 pairs. We show that by applying domain adaptation over
each pair and then recombining the results through high level integration, we
systematically achieve a substantial increase in performance as opposed to previ-
ously reported results obtained by the same methods on the whole images. This
approach enables us to obtain the new state of the art on the Office-31 dataset
for unsupervised domain adaptation.
2 Related Work
Domain Adaptation. The goal of domain adaptation is to compensate the varia-
tion among two data distributions, allowing to reuse information acquired from
a source domain on a new, different but related, target domain. Some techniques
perform this by simply re-weighting or selecting the samples in the source do-
main [4,5], or clustering them to search for visually coherent sub-domains [6,7].
Other approaches modify existing source classifiers to make them suitable for the
target task [8,9], or search for transformations that map the source distribution
into the target one [10,11]. Different strategies propose to learn both a classifica-
tion model and a feature transformation jointly. Few of them rely on SVM-like
risk minimization objectives and shallow representation models [12,13], while
more recent approaches leverage over deep learning [14,15,3].
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Despite their specific differences, all these methods consider the whole image
as a data unit, corresponding to a sample drawn from a given domain distribu-
tion. Some work has been recently done for dealing directly with image patches
within the NBNN framework [16,17] with promising results. Here we push re-
search further in the direction of relating domain adaptation and spatial localities
in images: we study how the domain information is distributed inside each image,
and how to deal with domain-specific and domain-generic image patches.
CNN Visual Analysis. A number of works have focused on understanding the
representation learned by CNNs. A visualization technique which reveals the
input stimuli that excite individual feature maps at any layer in the model was
introduced in [18]. Girshick et al. [19] showed visualizations that identify which
patches within a dataset are the most responsible for strong activations at higher
layers in the model. Simonyan et al. [20] demonstrated how saliency maps can
be obtained from CNN by projecting back from the fully connected layers of
the network. Zhou et al. [21] focused on scene images, and by visualizing the
representation learned by each unit of the network, they showed that object
detectors are implicitly learned.
Inspired by these works we introduce an image mask-out procedure to visual-
ize what a domain classification network learns and how the domain information
is spatially distributed. We are not aware of previous work attempting to learn
what part of images are more or less responsible for the domain shift.
3 Domainness Prediction
In this section we describe the details of the data-driven visualization approach
defined to localize the domain shift in images.
Given the images of a source/target domain pair we resize them to 256×256,
and we randomly split them into a training and test set. On the training set we
learn a CNN for domain recognition: specifically we initialize the parameters
of conv1-fc7 using the released CaffeNet [22] weights and we then further fine-
tuned the network for binary classification on the domain labels. The test set
is extended by replicating each image many times with small random occluders
at different locations: we use 16 × 16 image patches positioned on a dense grid
with stride 8. This results in about 1000 occluded images per original image.
Finally we feed both the original and the occluded test images into the defined
network and we record the difference between their respective fc7 activation
values (4096-dimensional output of the seventh fully connected layer after ReLu).
The L2-norm of this difference is spatially saved in the image inside the occluder
area and the obtained value for overlapping occluders is averaged defining a
smooth discrepancy map with values rescaled in {0, 1} (see Figure 1). We call it
domainness map: an area of high domainness corresponds to a region that highly
influences the final domain choice for the image, and thus it can be considered
as domain-specific. On the other hand, an area of low domainness appears to be
less relevant for domain recognition, hence more domain-generic. Note that the
procedure we propose is unsupervised with respect to the object classes depicted
in the source and target images.
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A-D A-W D-W
A A D
D W W
A A D
D W W
Fig. 2. Top: each table element shows the original image (left), the domainness map
(center) and the map-image overlap (right - this uses gray tones to occlude low do-
mainness regions. Column titles indicate the domain-pairs. Bottom: original image
(left), the background part of domainness map (center) and the foreground part of the
map (right) when using the segmentation masks. Best viewed in color.
4 Domainness Analysis
To have a better understanding of the information captured by the domainness
maps we analyze here how the domainness distribution in each image relates
with image foreground and background areas.
We use the standard Office-31 dataset [1] which collects images from three
distinct domains, Amazon (A), Dslr (D) and Webcam (W). The first contains
images dowloaded from online merchants and mainly present white background,
while the second and the third are acquired respectively with a high resolution
DSL camera and with a low resolution webcam in real settings with background
and lighting variations. The 31 categories in the dataset consist of objects com-
monly encountered in office settings, such as keyboards, scissors, monitors and
telephones. We define train/test split of respectively 3000/612, 3000/315 and
1000/293 images for the A-W, A-D and W-D pairs and we follow the procedure
described in the section 3 to generate a map for each test image. Some of the
obtained maps are shown in Figure 2 - top.
By using object image masks obtained by manual segmentation we evaluated
the average domainness value inside and outside the objects. Specifically, we
focus on the central 227 × 227 area of the image to avoid artifacts that might
be due to the CNN architecture used. Our evaluation reveals that for A-D and
D-W pairs the average domainness value is actually higher inside the objects
(respectively 0.48 and 0.44) than outside (0.43, 0.41). This indicates that most
of the domain specific information tend to appear within the foreground rather
than in the background part of the image. On the other way round, for A-W the
background is the main responsible of domain shift, with an average domainness
value of 0.24 against 0.27 obtained for the object area (see Figure 2 - bottom).
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Fig. 3. Patches of three different dimensions are cropped from an image and organized
according to their domainness score. CNN-fc7 features are extracted from the patches,
max pooled and stacked. Classifiers are trained and tested using the obtained represen-
tation and the whole image. Confidence scores are combined for the final prediction.
5 Exploiting Domainness Levels for Adaptation
Finally we use the domainness maps to guide domain adaptation (see Figure
3). Information from the images at three domainness levels (DL) are collected
through local feature extraction. We start by sampling 100 patches of sizes 32×32
randomly from each image and associating to each one its average domainness.
We then treat the patches as samples of the domainness distribution and identify
its 33th and 66th percentiles. This allows to divide the patches into three groups
with low- (L), mid- (M) and high-domainness (H). We follow [23] and used the
CNN Caffe implementation pre-traiened on Imagenet to collect fc7 features for
each patch. Maximum pooling (element-wise maximum) is applied separately
over the patches collected at different domainness levels. The procedure is re-
peated separately over other two image scales using patches of dimension 64×64
and 128 × 128. As a result, each image is represented by three feature vectors,
each with 12288 elements, obtained by stacking the max pooled features at scale
32, 64 and 128. Besides these per-domainness-level descriptors we extracted fc7
features on the whole image as global representation both with (G-FT) and
without (G) fine tuning on the source.
How good are the descriptors? We perform object classification with linear SVM
on all the domain pairs of the Office-31 dataset when using each DL descriptor
to represent the images. We consider all the source labeled data as training sam-
ples and all the unlabeled target images define our test set (full protocol). The
results are reported in the top part of Table 1, together with the performance
obtained using the whole image representation. The obtained classification ac-
curacies indicate M as the most informative level. Although by construction L
is the level which capture the most domain-generic cues, we speculate that M
works best at balancing domain-generic and object-specific information.
Can we adapt across DLs? We want to check if domain adaptation can help to
reduce the discrepancy across domainness levels. We use the Domain Adaptation
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Table 1. Accuracy on Office-31, usupervised setting - full protocol.
A →W A →D W →A W →D D →A D →W Average
G 58.1 62.0 48.6 99.4 47.9 95.8 68.6
G-FT 60.2 60.0 49.4 99.2 49.2 95.9 69.0
Domainness Levels (DL)
L-L level 44.1 49.0 28.1 90.2 32.0 84.8 54.7
L-H level 41.6 42.2 27.9 77.8 30.9 73.6 49.0
L-M level 48.9 51.0 29.9 90.8 34.5 87.4 57.1
M-M level 53.0 52.1 33.3 94.1 35.1 88.6 59.4
M-L level 45.3 50.0 31.8 89.4 31.4 84.0 55.3
M-H level 47.1 47.9 29.3 88.8 31.6 83.1 54.6
H-H level 46.2 44.1 28.9 90.4 31.6 81.6 53.8
H-L level 44.1 42.6 31.0 83.3 30.3 76.5 51.3
H-M level 52.4 47.4 33.1 92.5 35.1 85.7 57.7
Applying Domain Adaptation Machine on Domainness Levels (DAM-DL)
L-L level 40.8 50.0 28.4 99.9 32.9 88.9 55.7
L-H level 42.8 44.5 28.6 82.5 32.2 81.0 51.9
L-M level 48.3 50.6 31.5 92.8 34.5 91.7 58.3
M-M level 51.5 51.9 35.1 96.9 38.2 92.2 60.9
M-L level 41.8 48.8 33.7 93.8 33.8 87.5 56.6
M-H level 47.8 48.3 31.4 93.2 35.5 87.3 57.3
H-H level 42.7 45.8 31.2 93.2 34.3 84.3 55.2
H-L level 40.2 42.7 32.9 85.5 31.8 77.8 51.8
H-M level 47.8 50.6 34.9 94.3 36.4 87.9 58.7
Combining Domainness Levels & Whole Image Classification
G + DL 70.6±0.9 74.9±1.1 53.5±0.3 100.0±0.1 54.5±0.5 98.3±0.1 75.3
G + DAM-DL 70.6±1.3 76.9±0.4 54.5±0.2 100.0±0.1 56.6±0.5 99.5±0.1 76.3
G-FT + DL 71.5±0.6 74.8±1.2 54.0±0.1 100.0±0.1 55.8±0.8 97.9±0.3 75.7
G-FT + DAM-DL 71.3±1.1 75.3±1.0 55.4±0.3 100.0±0.1 55.2±0.7 98.9±0.3 76.3
DDC[15] 61.8±0.4 64.4±0.3 52.2±0.4 98.5±0.4 52.1±0.8 95.0±0.5 70.6
DAN [3] 68.5±0.4 67.0±0.4 53.1±0.3 99.0±0.2 54.0±0.4 96.0±0.3 72.9
Machine (DAM) originally introduced in [8]. The results in the central part of
Table 1 show an average accuracy improvement which ranges in 0.5-3% with
respect to the previous results, confirming that adaptive techniques are still
beneficial on the defined domainness level representation.
Are DLs complementary to the whole image? The classification performance that
we get by using the DL representation is lower than what obtained with the full
image. Still, we believe that different domainness level provide complementary
knowledge that is useful to solve domain adaptation. To test this hypothesis
we integrate the per-class confidence score provided by the classifiers trained
over DLs with that obtained when training on the whole image. Let’s indicate
with j = 1 . . . 9 the different DL pairs and with c = 1 . . . C the object classes.
Once we have all the margins Djc obtained by separate-level classification and
the margin DGc obtained from the whole image we perform the final prediction
with c∗ = argmaxc { 19
∑9
j=1D
j
c + D
G
c } . The obtained results (Table 1 – bottom
part) compare favorably against the current state of the art methods [15,3] based
on CNN-architecture created on purpose to overcome visual domain shift.
6 Conclusion
The goal of this paper is to identify the spatial roots of visual domain shift.
To this end we learned domainnes maps from source and target data which are
able to localize the image parts more or less responsible for the domain shift. We
proved experimentally that generating features from image regions with different
degrees of domainnes and feeding them to a domain adaptation algorithm leads
to a significant boost in performance. Moreover, in combination with whole image
features, they allow to obtain state of the art results on the Office dataset.
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